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The Going Gets Tough
Editorial
September has been a very
challenging month for the gold
mining industry, as the ‘back-toschool’ rally investors had hoped
for failed to take shape.
We attended an industry
conference in Toronto last week
with what felt like 25% of the
previous year’s attendees. Very
few companies participated. It
seemed only service providers
and young investors new to the
industry showed much optimism,
while the old hands have grown
tired and bitter.
It is hard to feel bullish about the
gold market when one of the top
investment firms (Goldman Sachs)
is predicting a fall to $1,050. Call
me an optimist, but that dire
forecast is a big improvement from
the previous year’s dire forecast of
gold falling to $800. Remember,
industry average operating costs
hover between $1,100 to $1,300
per ounce.
The gold price did fall after the
warning last year, dropping nearly
10% to the $1,200 level. The price
stayed there for a week or two
before recouping the loss.
Then, as now, analysts were
looking at the Western investor
component of the gold market,
seemingly ignoring the rest of the
world. Whenever investors in the
West exit the gold market, buyers
in Asia are quick to step in. Last
year, when American investment
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bankers triggered a selloff in gold,
hundreds of tonnes of the
precious metal were transferred to
the other side of the planet where
buyers were paying large
premiums to spot just to get their
hands on the yellow metal.

dip in the gold price would be a
buying opportunity, for both bullion
and select gold companies.

6…….Sidebar: In Situ Recovery

Management teams that are
executing on their business plans
and creating shareholder value
are being rewarded by investors.

I don’t see a big increase in the
gold price in the near-term. In fact,
those commentators who have
been calling for sky-high gold
Media reports earlier this year
prices are doing a disservice to
noted a decline in Chinese gold
the gold industry, as they have
imports, but that report was based undermined the credibility of the
only on flows through Hong Kong, industry in the minds of many
which had been the primary entry mainstream investors.
point to China. Shanghai and
Nor do I see a lot of risk to the
Beijing have now become imdownside.
portant conduits for importing
gold. The combined total puts this
For investors who can see beyond
year’s import figures in line with
gold as a mere commodity
last year. Gold demand is also
speculation, there are exceptional
strengthening in India. Those
business opportunities. At this
countries are the two largest
time, with sentiment at such a low
consumers of gold.
level, the opportunities are all the
more appealing.
A further selloff is possible – like
last year, with limited scope and
time frame. In spite of the negative While there is a lot of value at the
current prices, the recent
sentiment in this moment, there
are many people in both the East reversals in share prices have
been painful. At least a portion of
and the West who continue to
recognize gold as a secure, long- the gains that we enjoyed in
Resource Opportunities portfolio
term store of value and hedge
companies earlier this year have
against inflationary pressures. A
been reversed. Nevertheless,
some of our companies are still up
on the year, in spite of the drop in
2…….Company Updates
the gold market and the
unfavorable investor sentiment.
4…….Initiating Coverage
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market. Meanwhile, billions of
dollars of investment money is
sitting on the sidelines, looking for
 Cayden is systematically
opportunities in the junior mining
expanding a gold deposit that space. A couple dozen of the
it acquired in Mexico, building companies that we follow in
steadily toward a resource that Resource Opportunities have
has made it irresistible to
raised over $250 million in new
Agnico Eagle, which
financing so far this year.
announced a friendly takeover
bid for the company
It is very revealing to look at who
September 8th for total
the active investors are at this
consideration of ~$205
time:
million. This is expected to
 Pierre Lassonde, coclose before year-end.
founder of Franco-Nevada,
one of the great success sto GoGold has become a
ries in the mining industry,
producer, and then, while the
personally bought 11.8% of
paint was still drying on the
the shares of Calibre.
processing facility of its first
operating mine, they acquired
 Hugely successful mining
and began developing a
second mine.
industry investors Ross Beaty
and the Lundin family each
bought 9.9% of Kaminak.
 Calibre and Balmoral have
both tripled this year on the
 Rick Rule, another hugely
basis of advancing the gold
discoveries made by their
successful junior mining indusgeological teams.
try investor, makes no secret
of the fact that he is actively
deploying the cash horde that
 Newstrike has added value
has been entrusted to his firm.
to its Ana Paula gold deposit in
Mexico by completing a
We have been writing throughout
Preliminary Economic
this year of the growing bifurcation
Assessment.
in the junior resource markets,
 Virginia Gold is undergoing noting that many companies are
struggling for survival while others
a re-rating as it gets closer to
realizing the benefits of an ex- have access to all the cash they
need.
ceptional gold discovery and

For example:

an astute transaction, having
sold the deposit to Goldcorp
who are now about to start
paying royalties to Virginia.

We are going to continue to
narrow the focus of the newsletter,
concentrating on those companies
with exceptional management
teams, good projects and access
Those examples all demonstrate
to cash. That combination, in this
how important it is to back clever
management teams because they market, provides scope for big
returns.
can execute business plans and
generate shareholder value even This issue introduces a copper
in difficult markets.
company which we believe has

updates on a few of our top
exploration companies. The next
issue will provide updates on more
of our top companies, highlighting
those which will continue to
outperform the market.
We look forward to seeing many
of you at the Subscriber Summit in
Vancouver on October 9, 2014.

Company Updates
Mirasol Resources
(MRZ-TSXV)
Mirasol reported further encouraging results from the Atlas goldsilver project in northern Chile.
Over the past few months, Mirasol
geologists have conducted an
extensive prospecting and surface
sampling program which has
further outlined two extensive
mineralized zones, one gold
dominant and the other silver
dominant. Earlier work included
trenching and an initial 15 hole
drill program. The latest work
demonstrates the scope of those
two zones to host large gold-silver
systems.
The Atlas project is part of a new
precious metals district identified
by Mirasol and now called the
Gorbea Belt. Encouraging results
have also been identified on the
Titan property, and several other
target areas are being investigated by Mirasol along that emerging
belt.

First Quantum (FM-TSX), a
successful copper producer, is
funding exploration on the Rubi
porphyry copper prospect in
northern Chile. Rubi is located in a
geological trend that hosts some
of the world's largest porphyry
copper deposits, and is
immediately adjacent to a property
Management of many companies the potential to build value steadily that hosts one of Codelco’s big
operations.
are continuing to bemoan the lack over the next year, regardless of
of capital in the present depressed the overall market, and provides
September 30, 2014
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Mirasol also has an exceptional
portfolio of gold and silver exploration projects in Argentina, with
those projects on hold awaiting an
improved political situation. Late in
2012, Mirasol sold one of its
Argentinian projects to Coeur for
$30 million in cash plus $30
million of Coeur shares. Thanks to
that deal, Mirasol has a current
working capital balance of $30
million.

287.7 meters. Assays for the
majority of the summer drill
program are pending, including
AR-14-30, which we expect to be
one of the best uranium holes
ever drilled in the Athabasca
basin. The company will release
assays throughout the fall, and
are preparing for a winter
program to expand on their
exploration success so far this
year.

In summary: Mirasol has a highly
experienced exploration team, an
impressive property portfolio in
Chile and Argentina, a joint
venture partner funding work on
what could be a major copper
deposit and working capital
equivalent to more than half of its
share price.

Comparison’s are being made
between NexGen and its adjacent
neighbour Fission Uranium.
Fission's Patterson Lake South
(PLS) deposit has the benefit of
270 more holes drilled into it than
Arrow, and is one of the most
significant uranium discoveries in
recent times in the Athabasca
Basin. Arrow is quickly showing its
own strength and has the
advantage of being on land, as
opposed to PLS, which is
underwater. A hypothetical
operation at Arrow could be an
open pit operation followed by
underground mining, similar to
Cameco's Eagle Point mine.
Although early in the life of the
discovery, drilling at Arrow has
already turned up Athabasca
sandstone and dravite, yet to be
discovered at PLS. Athabasca
sandstone and dravite are
associated with most of the large
high-grade uranium discoveries in
the Basin including McArthur River
and Cigar Lake. Both companies
are demonstrating the incredible
potential of the once overlooked
southwest side of the Athabasca
basin. Fission’s market capitalization remains 5x that of NexGen’s, a
gap that is narrowing.

Price Sept 30th, 2014: C$1.17
Shares Outstanding: 44.2 million
Shares Fully Diluted: 48 million
Market Cap: C$51.7 million
Contact: Investor Relations
604-602-9989
www.mirasolresources.com

NexGen Energy
(NXE-TSXV)
We recently conducted a site visit
to NexGen’s Rook 1 property
where the Arrow discovery is
unfolding. Joining us were
management, insiders, and a
small group of analysts and fund
managers, to review the
company’s recently completed
summer drill program, which was
expanded from 13,500 meters to
18,500 meters.
This was a transformational
program for NexGen, with several
of the holes intersecting large
areas of high-grade uranium
mineralization. AR-14-30 was the
first vertical hole drilled at Arrow,
and intersected 186.9 meters of
mineralization including 53.85
meters of off-scale beginning at
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We left the tour impressed with
the progress made to date, the
calibre and integrity of the people
involved, and the upside
remaining for investors as the
company continues to develop
the Arrow discovery.
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Over $700,000 in insider buying in
NexGen was reported on Monday
September 29, 2014. One of the
buyers was NexGen VP of
Exploration, Garrett Ainsworth,
who was instrumental in Fission's
PLS discovery prior to joining
NexGen earlier this year.
Price Sept 30th, 2014: C$0.42
Shares Outstanding: 170 million
Shares Fully Diluted: 219 million
Market Cap: C$71.4 million
Contact: Investor Relations
604-428-4112
www.nexgenenergy.ca

North Arrow Minerals
(NAR-TSXV)
Our preferred diamond explorer,
North Arrow Minerals, is making
significant progress at its two main
diamond exploration and
development projects in Canada.
The Qilalugaq project in Nunavut
is the company’s main focus, with
it being the largest kimberlite in
the eastern Canadian Arctic ever
found (12.5 hectares). Qilalugaq is
located just 7 kilometres from tidewater, and 9 kilometres from Repulse Bay (population 748).
There is an existing Inferred
mineral resource estimate of 26.1
million carats (modelled from
surface to 200 metres depth), and
a population of extremely rare
yellow diamonds which were
initially found in an earlier sample.
Qilalugaq’s Q1-4 has a diamond
grade - .54 carats per tonne below Canadian averages, so the
presence of valuable yellow
diamonds will be key to the
project’s economic viability.
North Arrow successfully excavated and shipped a 1,500 tonne bulk
sample at Qilalugaq on schedule
this summer using a local workforce, which has reached Montreal
www.ResourceOpportunities.com
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for initial processing in Thunder
Bay, before being trucked to Stornoway's North Vancouver lab for
final processing. The final
diamond package of more than
500 carats will be valued in
Antwerp. Results are expected in
the first quarter of 2015.

is facing fierce opposition on the
basis of the huge scale the
project. Similar delays and cost
overruns for several South
American projects have caused
the mining industry to re-think
development plans for other big
new projects.

At the company’s Pikoo project in
Saskatchewan, North Arrow
recently acquired additional lands
around the early-stage discovery,
and are finalizing plans for a
winter exploration program.

Ballooning costs and new production being pushed further into the
future creates a disaster for the
shareholders of the companies
directly affected. It is a bonus for
companies holding other copper
projects. First off, constraints on
With the backing of the likes of
new copper supply will see the
resource tycoon Lukas Lundin and copper price remain strong for
accomplished diamond duo Gren many years into the future. Smalland Eira Thomas, a speculative
er projects, and those with more
premium could start building in
predictable timelines and budgets,
North Arrow ahead of the Q1-4
will become ever more valuable.
bulk sample diamond valuation.
One of the beneficiaries of the
Price Sept 30th, 2014: C$0.58
evolving copper situation is
Shares Outstanding: 49.8 million
Excelsior.
Shares Fully Diluted: 54.5 million
Excelsior is advancing its multiMarket Cap: C$28.88 million
billion pound copper project in
Contact: Investor Relations
Arizona, with first production
604-668-8355
www.northarrowminerals.com
expected in 2018. By using in situ
recovery (ISR), the project is
expected to have a low capital
Initiating Coverage
cost and low operating costs,
based on a prefeasibility study
Excelsior Mining
completed earlier this year. (See
(MIN-TSXV)
the sidebar for an overview of in
situ recovery as a mining method
With some of the largest copper
that results in low capital and
development projects on hold – or operating costs.)
deferred indefinitely – mining
industry focus is shifting to alterExcelsior’s Gunnison project is
natives to the mega-projects that
located in the porphyry copper belt
have dominated the industry over of southern Arizona. It is in a
the past decade.
remote, uninhabited region, but
has ready access to road, rail,
Rising demand for copper, and the water and power. A great deal of
ongoing depletion of existing
work has already been completed,
mines, means that the mining
supporting a resource estimate
industry has an ongoing need for and a prefeasibility study. The
new mines. Rio Tinto’s huge Oyu permitting process and further
Tolgoi mine in Mongolia was years engineering work are presently
behind the original schedule and
advancing.
cost many billions more than
initially anticipated. Northern
Dynasty’s Pebble project in Alaska
September 30, 2014
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Excelsior is headed by Mark
Morabito, a successful entrepreneur with extensive company
building, capital markets and
financing expertise. The company
is supported by Mark’s King and
Bay West group, which includes a
team of highly qualified
professionals with experience and
expertise in business
development, geology, permitting,
operations, legal, admin and
communications.
Excelsior’s dedicated CEO –
Stephen Twyerould – is a Ph.D.
geologist with a track record of
discovery and definition of worldclass ore bodies. He also has
extensive senior management
experience with a major and led a
team that took a junior from a
market capitalization of AUS$3
million to AUS$100 million in 4
years. Roland Goodgame,
another Ph.D. geologist, is vp
exploration and director. He has
considerable exploration and
mining experience, with both
juniors and majors.
The Board of Directors includes
two prominent Arizona citizens,
including a former executive from
a local power company and an
eleven-term member of the US
House of Representatives from
the district that hosts the deposit.

A similar project in Southern
Arizona – the Florence project of
Curis Resources (CUV-T) recently
received a takeover bid. In some
ways, Forence is further advanced
than the Excelsior project,
supporting a significantly higher
marker valuation. In particular, the
Florence project has already had
a period of testing of injection and
recovery, which produced very
favorable results. Curis will soon
be initiating pilot-scale testing of
the ISR process, including the
construction of an SX-EW facility.

www.ResourceOpportunities.com
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The Florence project also has a
downside, in that it is located in
close proximity to a town, which
has generated some opposition
that may delay the granting of
full-scale development permits.
Nevertheless, Curis received a bid
valued at 20% above the 20-day
average price and valued at C$80
million.
The offer for Curis confirms the
attractiveness of ISR as a recovery method for copper and provides a benchmark for valuation
that is four-times higher than the
current Excelsior market value.
The program planned by Excelsior
will bring their project to the same
level as the Curis project within a
year.
Decades of work on Excelsior’s
Gunnison project, together with
further work by Excelsior over the
past couple of years, has resulted
in the measured and indicated
resource of 683 million tonnes
grading 0.29% copper, containing
4.4 billion pounds of copper.
Within that resource, a proven and
probable reserve of 632 million
tonnes at the same grade has
been outlined. There is further
inferred resource of potentially
leachable material hosting 330
million tonnes grading 0.27%.

The prefeasibility study projects
production of 100 million pounds
of copper per annum over the first
14 years of the twenty year mine
life. The initial capital expenditure,
as estimated in that study, is $285
million. A further $100 million is
anticipated in the second year of
operation to construct an acid
plant to get away from having to
buy acid. A further $440 million of
sustaining capital will be required
for the ongoing wellfield development over the life of the project.
The cash operating cost is
estimated at $0.69 with a total
cost, including initial capital and
sustaining capital, works out to
about $2 a pound.
The projected capital expenditure
and operating costs are both well
below industry averages. Using a
long-term copper price of $2.75,
the PFS figures result in an aftertax net present value (discounted
at 7.5%) of $824 million.

The presence of the resource is
well established, as is the
recovery of the copper into
solution. The area that needs
further testing is the fluid flow
through the copper-bearing
formation. There is ample drill
core demonstrating that the
formation is generally highly
Beneath the soluble or oxidized
fractured, indicating a high level of
zone is a sulphide body with
permeability. Previous testing of
significant copper values, which
the Florence deposit now held by
has not yet been evaluated.
Curis showed very favorable fluid
flow: Not only is the rock permeaThe grades, while lower than a
ble, but the fluids access the
conventional mining operation, are whole volume of rock, providing
quite favorable for low-cost in situ good overall recoveries.
recovery. Of particular importance
to the Gunnison project is that
Comparison of the character of
most of the copper is in the form
the rocks between the two
of soluble minerals and it is in a
formations suggests that the
zone that is generally highly
Gunnison deposit will leach as
fractured. As such, the material
well as Florence, but that premise
appears to be quite permeable
must still be tested with a pilot
and overall, an ideal candidate for injection/recovery program. That
in situ recovery.
work, and other work in support of
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a feasibility study and permits is
presently underway.
Drilling has commenced in a
program which will involve 10
holes totaling 11,900 feet of
drilling (6,400 feet of diamond
core drilling, with the rest being
rotary drilling down to the ore
zones). The primary purpose of
this drilling is for metallurgical
testing. In particular, the testing
will investigate sweep efficiency,
copper recovery rates, acid
consumption rates, and rinsing
procedures and rates. Results will
support the permitting application
process and the feasibility study.
Excelsior has recently secured
more than C$17 million of funding
to advance the project through
feasibility. The financing includes
a C$4 million brokered private
placement and the sale of a 0.5%
royalty for C$3 million. A private
equity fund, with considerable
expertise in the mining industry,
has agreed to invest US$10
million at C$0.34 per share, a
substantial premium to the market
price.
There is near-term upside
potential in the share price, as the
company has now been effectively
re-activated. The PFS earlier this
year confirms the merits of the
project. Securing the financing
ensures that the required work to
advance the project will be carried
out in a timely manner. An active
investor relations group has
recently been retained to help
communicate the merits of the
project to investors. All of this is
happening as the resource market
is generally perking up, especially
for advanced stage projects like
this. The takeover offer for a very
similar project highlights the
attractiveness of an Arizona ISR
copper project.

www.ResourceOpportunities.com
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Price Sept 30th, 2014: C$0.255
Shares Outstanding: 103 million
Shares Fully Diluted: 122 million
Market Cap: C$26.2 million
Contact: Investor Relations
604-681-8030
www.excelsiormining.com

In situ recovery: Mining Without Mining
In situ recovery, or ISR is a low cost means of producing metal by simply dissolving the metal out of
rocks in place. In situ recovery (ISR) sometimes called in situ leach or ISL, has been used successfully
for more than 50 years
ISR operations can have very favorable capital and operating costs compared to conventional mining.
However, this technique can only be used where the mineralized zone has certain very specific characteristics. In particular, the metal must occur in minerals which are readily soluble. ISR is used extensively
in uranium recovery, producing a substantial portion of the world uranium supply. It has also been used
successfully for decades for copper recovery.
In essence, the process is similar to some enhanced oil recovery operations: A series of holes are drilled
into the mineralized zone and cased above the target mineral zone. A weak sulphuric acid solution
(similar to the acidity of household vinegar) is pumped into injection wells. The solution percolates
through the mineralized zone, dissolving the copper.
The copper-bearing pregnant leach solution is pumped back to surface through recovery wells. In the
case of copper ISR, the pregnant leach solution is then treated in a solvent extraction-electro winning
(SX-EW) plant in exactly the same manner as is commonly used in copper heap leaches or in many
copper refineries. The resulting "cathode" copper is salable as finished metal: No further processing is
required (continued on page 7…)

September 30, 2014
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In addition to the lower capital and operating costs, ISR has other advantages over conventional mining:


The process is scalable: It can start off on a modest scale and ramp up to higher production
levels.



It is environmentally friendly: No ore or waste rock is moved; there is minimal noise, dust, and
emissions; it uses less water than conventional mining; and the site can be readily remediated.



Fewer permits are required, thereby accelerating the development process.

The ISR method has many benefits, but there are only a limited number of copper deposits that are
amenable to ISR. The copper must be present as soluble minerals, which are typically created through
the near surface oxidation of the original sulphide minerals. The soluble copper zone must be saturated
with water and be sandwiched between layers with low permeability in order to trap the leach solutions.
Most importantly, the rock must be heavily fractured in order to create the permeability necessary for the
leach solution to travel from injection wells to the recovery wells.
Arizona is one location with the right conditions for ISR. At least five ISR copper mines have
successfully operated in the state over the past few decades, and there are a number of deposits
amenable to ISR.

Upcoming Conferences
On October 9th, 2014 we are looking forward to seeing many of you at our sold-out
Subscriber Investment Summit, where we'll be presenting with Keith Schaefer of
the Oil & Gas Investments Bulletin, and Eric Cofffin of HRA Advisories, along with
16 of our top picks in the junior mining and oil and gas space. More details on the
companies and speakers are on our website at www.subscribersummit.com
Lawrence will be speaking at the 121 Mining Investment Summit in Hong Kong on
October 15th-16th 2014. The latest conference program is available at http://
www.weare121.com/121mininginvestment-hk/download-brochure/
We would love you to join us for this year's New Orleans Investment
Conference from October 22-25, 2014. This is Lawrence's favorite event, with
an incredible line-up of world-class speakers, sophisticated investors, and some of
the best companies in the junior mining space. Read Tommy's article for more
information here: http://ceo.ca/2014/09/24/gold-gumbo-and-greenspan/
This event sells out every year, and Brien Lundin has kindly offered our subscribers
an Early Bird discount for a very limited time. Click Here to register at a discounted
rate and join us in the Big Easy.
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Metal Prices - September 30th 2014
Gold

1210.40 $/ounce

Silver

17.15 $/ounce

Platinum

1305.00 $/ounce

Palladium

775.00 $/ounce

Copper

3.04 $/pound

Nickel

7.35 $/pound

Aluminum

0.86 $/pound

Zinc

1.03 $/pound

Lead

0.94 $/pound

Uranium

36.50 $/pound

Cobalt

14.86 $/pound

Molybdenum

11.11 $/pound

Tungsten

40.75 $/pound

Tin

9.31 $/pound
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Address________________________________________________________________________________________________
City___________________________________________________ State/Prov.____________ Postal Code_________________
Telephone_______________________________________ Fax____________________________________________________
Primary E-mail: |
Secondary E-mail: |

|

|
|

|
|

|
|

|
|

|
|

|
|

|
|

|
|

|
|

|
|

|
|

|
|

Cheque

|
|

|
|

|
|

|
|

|
|

|
|

Visa

|
|

|
|

|
|

|
|

|
|

|
|

|

MasterCard

Card number___________________________________________________________________ Exp._____________________

Signature_______________________________________________________________________________________________

September 30, 2014
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